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“Frankly, my dear, I love it.”



Designed by Jaga & Joris Laarman 
This gorgeous bas-relief hangs on your wall like 
a work of art, drawing all eyes to it... 
Heatwave by Joris Laarman and Jaga pushes 
the boundaries of comfortable heating. This 
intriguing modular heating system is the fi rst 
to unite the fi ne details of craftsmanship with 
industrial effi ciency. The result is an expressive
design with a maximum amount of surface 
to  release warmth. At last we have a radiator
that achieves a curious and paradoxical 
compromise between design and functionality. 
The frivolous curls form a deliberate contrast 
with their intractable concrete shell while its 
modular character means it can adorn any wall or 
room. The elements click together easily to give 
you your ideal format. This system can even be 
extended around corners. Jaga’s Heatwave is 
available as a water supplied central heating 
device.
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 Heatwave                          
Lobby I Bar, Resto, B&B Antwerpen





Exhibition List 

2004/2005   
International furniture fair IMM, ‘Inspired by Cologne’ I Cologne, DE  
Salone del Mobile, The Design Academy, Concrete Poetry’ I Milano, IT  
Frac Nord-Pas de Calais, ‘just what it is’ I Lille, FR  
The Design Museum, ‘Tank - solo exhibition’ I London, UK  
The Design Academy, ‘The Graduation Show’ I Eindhoven, NL 
NAI, ‘Best of 2003’ I Rotterdam, NL   
 
2006   
Quarter 21, ‘Pure Austrian Design - MISS/FIT I Vienna, A  
International furniture fair IMM,’Ideal House’ I Cologne, DE  
Museum Z33, ‘Over de mensen en de dingen’ I Hasselt, BE
Museum of modern art, ‘Arco 12’ I Arnhem, NL  
The Design Museum, ‘European Design show’ I London, UK

2007  
Centro de Arte Caja Burgos, Joris Laarman solo exhibition’ I Burgos, ES 
Grand designs live, NEC I Birmingham, UK
Designtide, trade fair I Tokyo, JP  
100 % design, design fair I Tokyo, JP
TENT London, design fair I London, UK  
TENT Rotterdam, ‘dutch design port’, gallery witte de with I Rotterdam, NL 
Museum für gestaltung, ‘Nature Design’ I Zurich, CH
ICFF / milk gallery, dutch design port’ I New York, USA  
Salone del Mobile, Jaga Heatwave launch I Milano, IT  
Historic Museum, ‘Rotterdam ontwerpt, 400 years of design’ I Rotterdam, NL  
Living Tomorrow III I Brussels, BE  

2008   
Cooper Hewitt museum, Rococo: The Continuing Curve’ I New York, USA  

and many more to come...   
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Designer Joris Laarman 
Joris Laarman was born in the countryside of the Netherlands near the border of Germany in 
1979. In 1998 after one year of fine arts he started his study at the Design Academy Eindhoven. 
After graduating cum laude in 2003 he gained notoriety with his functional rococo radiator 
Heatwave that is acquired by international museums and won several awards. That same year 
he started his own independent studio. It concentrates on product design and architecture 
often combining a conceptual and poetic approach with style and engineering.  Next to a 
collection of highly unique editions he works for several well known international industrial 
design companies like Flos, Artecnica, Swarovski, Droog, Jaga and many more. His work is 
exhibited throughout the world in many museums and fairs, like in 2006 when he designed 
one of the ideal house exhibitions at the furniture fair IMM cologne.  He contributed in articles 
and seminars for Domus magazine and he was a guest teacher at European universities like 
the Architectural Association London, Rietveld Academy Amsterdam and the Design Academy 
Eindhoven.  www.jorislaarman.com 

Heatwave in Museum collections 
Fonds national d’art contemporain FNAC I Paris, FR 
Museum Kunst Paviljoen I Groningen, NL   
Museum Boymans van Beuningen I Rotterdam, NL  
Fonds Régional d’Art Contemporain FRAC I Calais, FR  
Centraal Museum I Utrecht, NL 
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17heatwave
Technical Information

Extra-Large
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Dimensions
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778 mm

*

*Note
The heatwave can be fully 
appreciated when there is 
sufficient free space around it.
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Information
Material: Polyconcrete
Colour: Stone grey or Black matt
Dimensions: 778 x 538 mm
Weight: 14 kg
Output: 250 watts

Small

Standard delivery
Heatwave

Manual valve and handwheel
Wall fixings

 Installation template 

It is possible to fix the Heatwave 
over a complete range of 360°.  
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Dimensions
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1454 mm

*

*Note
The heatwave can be fully 
appreciated when there is 
sufficient free space around it.



21Medium

Information
Material: Polyconcrete
Colour: Stone grey or Black matt
Dimensions: 1454 x 729 mm
Weight: 28 kg
Output: 500 watts

Standard delivery
Heatwave delivered in 2 parts, 
easy to handle and to mount.
Manual valve and handwheel

Wall fixings
 Installation template 

It is possible to fix the Heatwave 
over a complete range of 360°.  
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Dimensions
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2086 mm

*

*Note
The heatwave can be fully 
appreciated when there is 
sufficient free space around it.



23Large

Information
Material: Polyconcrete
Colour: Stone grey or Black matt
Dimensions: 2086 x 1040 mm
Weight: 56 kg
Output: 1000 watts

Standard delivery
Heatwave delivered in 3 parts, 
easy to handle and to mount.
Manual valve and handwheel

Wall fixings
 Installation template 

It is possible to fix the Heatwave 
over a complete range of 360°.  
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Dimensions
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2719 mm

*

*Note
The heatwave can be fully 
appreciated when there is 
sufficient free space around it.



25Extra-Large

Information
Material: Polyconcrete
Colour: Stone grey or Black matt
Dimensions: 2719 x 1351 mm
Weight: 84 kg
Output: 1500 watts

Standard delivery
Heatwave delivered in 4 parts, 
easy to handle and to mount.
Manual valve and handwheel

Wall fixings
 Installation template 

It is possible to fix the Heatwave 
over a complete range of 360°.  
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Black matt Stone grey

Colours
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Coming soon
Corner model

On demand
- XX-Large
- other colours
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 Product description 

The Heatwave is a modular 
radiator cast from polyconcrete 
which is composed of a mixture 
between mineral and synthetic 
materials.  The modules can be 
joined together very easily. Inside the 
Heatwave the water flows through
stainless steel tubing with the 
specification: AISI 304.  As standard 
the Heatwave is available in four 
compositions and two stone colours. 
The surface of the Heatwave is 
smooth, matt and seamless.  

Central heating system:  
Test pressure: 8 bar 
Working pressure: 6 bar 

Standard colours: 
Stone Grey and Black Matt 
Provided with a nickelplated manual 
valve and handwheel. 

Connection to the wall: 
2 x 1/2” male (extension included) 
or connection on manual  valve: 
2x M24 19/”.
Stainless steel wall fixings are supp-
lied together with a paper template 
to help the installer when mounting 
the radiator. 
It is possible to fix the Heatwave 
over a complete range of 360°.  

The heat output calculations are 
according to the european standard 
EN442. The manual Heatwave valve 
(included in set) can be connected 
to plastic central heating service 
pipes , RPE/ALU , copper tube or 
steel pipe.

Weight : 
S = 14 kg          
M = 28 kg
L = 56 kg         
XL = 84 kg

Airventing:  Inside the Heatwave 
there is a stainless steel tube 
following the contours of the 
Heatwave. As a result of this 
construction there is no accumu-
lation of air possible. Air venting is 
sometimes necessary in the central 
heating installation if accumulation 
may occur (eg . at tubing,boiler or 
manifold without automatic air 
vents). 





Jaga International - Verbindingslaan z/n - B-3590 Diepenbeek - T: +32 11 29 41 16 - F: +32 11 29 41 60 - export@jaga.be - www.theradiatorfactory.com - www.jagaexperiencelab.com

0907 - JAGA N.V. 
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